Frequently asked questions about the FLUTe transmissivity profiling method
(available on our web site www.flut.com with links active)
If these answers do not address your questions, contact us at info@flut.com.
1. Should the borehole be developed before a profile is performed? Yes.
2. Can anyone beside FLUTe perform the profiling measurement? No. Only FLUTe
personnel using the specialized equipment can perform the measurement.
3.Can a profile be done in a borehole with an oversized surface casing? Yes.
4. What are the results from a FLUTe profile? The transmissivity distribution over the
entire hole, the conductivity distribution in the hole, and with the liner left in place, the
seal of the borehole against cross connection.
5. What is the resolution of the FLUTe transmissivity profile? About 1% of the
transmissivity remaining below the descending liner at any depth in the hole is the limit
of resolution. For that reason, the resolution in the bottom portion of the hole is better
than in the upper portion of the hole. The quality of the data set varies and also therefore
the resolution. If the vertical flow velocity in the borehole is very high (50-80 gal/min),
the resolution is significantly lower until the highest flow zones are passed.
6. Will the profile identify aquitards? Yes, especially if they are in the lower portion of the
hole. However, the reverse head profile is better for aquitard identification.
7. If the blank liner cannot descend to the bottom of the hole in some cases, is that a
problem? When the measurement is terminated because the liner descent rate drops
below 1/1000th of a foot per second, the final descent rate is used to calculate the
remaining borehole transmissivity, however individual flow paths are not identified in
that region.
8. What is the profile conductivity resolution? (see no. 5 above) If the transmissive region
is in the non linear flow regime, the profiler data reduction, which assumes laminar flow,
will under estimate the conductivity by perhaps a factor of 2-3. This is also true of the
reduction of packer data.
9. Can one obtain water samples or head measurement while profiling? No. That function
is usually left to a Water FLUTe multi level sampling system which allows such
measurements at any time after that system is installed and the hole is sealed over its
entire length.
10. What is the advantage of the “trio”? The typical open borehole time for cross
connection is less than one day with the use of the three FLUTe methods in combination
(the blank sealing liner, the FLUTe transmissivity Profile, and the Water FLUTe multi level
sampling system). Other advantages are described at other web sites (e.g., FAQ about

Water FLUTes) and in the paper at GWMR Water FLUTe.
11. How does the profile measurement compare in cost to straddle packer testing? Straddle
packer testing of the entire length of deep holes (>200 ft) in 5 ft intervals is much more
expensive. The typical profile is done in 2-3 hours (sometimes much faster) with ~one
foot resolution.
12. Can large diameter holes be profiled? Yes, the hole size only affects the liner cost
(~$2/ft for each 4 inch increment above 8”). The profiling cost is the same.
13. Are geophysical measurements needed if a profile has been done? Confirmation of the
high flow zones with a video or acoustic televiewer log is useful. A caliper log is also
useful to confirm apparent borehole enlargements seen in the profile. The need for
additional information depends upon the situation and the judgment of the parties
involved.
14. Is a borehole velocity log also needed? The velocity log is affected by both the gradient
in the hole and the conductivity of the transmissive features. The FLUTE profile is a
measure of the transmissivity relatively independent of any gradient in the borehole. If
formation head differences are known (i.e., the natural formation head distribution), they
can be used to adjust the liner transmissivity profile results. As a confirming
measurement, a velocity log can be useful. It should agree with the liner profile. A
reverse head profile after the T profile allows a direct comparison with a flow meter log.
15. Are straddle packer measurements necessary if a profile is done? Generally, the profile
will better identify the location of major flow paths. However, a straddle packer can
better measure low flow zones in the upper portion of the borehole, if that is needed.
Straddle packers can measure to lower conductivity levels than the liner measurement.
16. Does leakage occur past the liner as can occur for straddle packers in rough or highly
fractured holes? Generally, the liner profile is not affected by leakage, because the liner
seals the entire upper portion of the hole and bypass is not a problem. Therefore, the liner
profile method is much better suited for highly fractured holes.
17. Is the liner profile acceptable to the regulators in lieu of packer testing? Yes,
sometimes. Some regions of the EPA accept the liner measurement as sufficient with any
other data available (e.g., cores collected). However, in some circles that is still a debate.
It depends upon the objective of the measurements. As a new method (since 2004), the
FLUTe profile is encumbered with the limitations of the earliest measurements. As
refinements are made, the utility of the liner profile is increasing.
18. Does FLUTE rent or sell the profiling machine? No.
19. Is the profiling method patented? Yes, in many countries.
20. Is FLUTe willing to license the method to other users? Yes.

21. Is the profiling method available abroad? Yes

